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Abstract
Since the dawn of time, symbols have expressed the human arts, so the visual language was through Functional and aesthetic values of ancient civilizations, and visual culture comes as an integrated system of signs, symbols, visual cultural formulas, shapes, relationships and contents bearing the experiences and balance of civilized The contemporary service mark with its features and carries with it the thought and civilization of the nation. The researcher has seen that the signs across ancient civilizations and the functional and aesthetic values they represent can form an important axis from which the designer can start to enrich the visual cultural formulas of the contemporary service mark peoples and is characterized by Introduction.
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Introduction:
The symbol and the human, animal, or botanical elements it contains are considered as a visual means of communication and birds, and as soon as the symbol is designed to be used as an ancient identification mark the age of mankind, but it has not crystallized as it can determine its meaning through the circumstances in which it is used, theoretical pillars except With the beginnings of the twentieth century, this does not mean that culture is the specific framework for understanding the meanings and uses, meaning that it was far from the reflections and efforts of thinkers in the symbol as signs, and every human society has its own culture in the cognitive domain, the Greeks began the organized meditation of the sign in its ores, which differ in their entirety from the culture of any Another society, the first century AD, when they were interested in the study of analysis, which is also a language or code Its people know it and the signs are trying to solve it, and in the second century AD the distinction between, but it is a mystery that carries with it the culture of this community General that denotes more than one thing, signs and plastic art is a visual message that carries an idea for a private sign that indicates a specific thing.

It has a communicative cognitive connotation that the recipient receives in the form of either. The contemporary service sign is linked to the environment of thought, a sign (iconic) or a
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symbolic sign. The idea or significance is the contemporary through its focus on visual formulas in art. The visual culture is that which transforms shapes and formulas by placing meanings and their connotations in a cultural context that includes the visual to the focus of semantics production. The contemporary artist who has historical, political and economic experiences, etc. As the entirety of art experiences always stands between understanding the heritage and contemplating the intellectual connotations evoked by the contemporary service mark from artistic traditions, because nature is what imposes itself on the artist during its iconic and formative dimension is not the product of a material substance in different eras as a result of its specific trends that are perceived by a function on its own Rather, it is in human practice and part, no matter how many language, of plastic expression; This is why heritage has become one of them, with indicative intellectual and moral dimensions that go beyond the formative dimensions expressing the history of society, and it has also become a basic pillar of the physical and functional form. One of the pillars of plastic art culture, where we find the characteristics of this. Culture in its entirety appears to be a system of signs linked to heritage that appears across different artistic ages and its functional values with the culture of a people trying to express its interior with these signs and aesthetics, One of the most important features of contemporary in this century is the nature of the existence of the aesthetic values of the sign across ancient civilizations, the relationship between the artist and the visible reality, not everything new in art, and its connection with the quality of that function it performs.

The goal of research

Because it does not necessarily meet an intellectual or material need, the goal is always to upgrade the age; The more it is related, the research aims to: the service mark of the era, the more strength and aesthetic value it increases

A- Identifying the functional and aesthetic values of the mark through and functional, so the service sign should be a reflection of the foundations of the ancient civilizations of their age.

B- Identifying the effect of the functional and aesthetic values of the mark through the formulas of visual culture of the service mark as one of the ancient civilizations as an entry point for enriching the visual cultural formulas of the important issues in our contemporary world which need further research and study for the contemporary service mark because of its effective role in c- Creating experimental approaches To enrich cultural formulas visual aesthetic response and form the convictions of the recipient Service signs and their functional values occupy new, through benefiting from thought, a great deal of interest in institutions or aesthetics across ancient civilizations. Companies alike, and this interest is increasing in the time of d. Reaching
a set of proposals and results that globalization As it is an important guide for the recipient who can, by helping to enrich the visual cultural formulas of the service mark, identify the source of products and services and their distinction, and thus facilitate the marketing and service process on him. Therefore, among the importance of research is The most important strategic priority for any marketing or service activity for research is theoretical importance and practical practical value: for any institution is its keenness and constant search for the establishment of a mark

A- Scientific theoretical significance: it is distinguished from its competitors and is closer to the recipient in order to enrich Arab studies by identifying the values, preserving them and achieving satisfaction with them, and the functional and aesthetic access to the mark has been achieved through ancient civilizations. The degree of total loyalty to its products and services. This study could be an introduction to more research studies, and for this it is necessary to pay attention to artists and graphic designers to advance in the field of functional and aesthetic values of the mark by establishing a system of abstract signs and symbols and to enrich them in ancient civilizations.

The form of visual cultural formulas created through the benefit of This research provides results and ideas for an entrance to enrich the cultural formulas functional and aesthetic values across ancient civilizations, to be the visual language of the contemporary service mark by recognizing the expression and the connection between the artist and the recipient, and for the art language to transform the functional and aesthetic values of the mark across ancient civilizations within a short period of time dependent on direct transmission For the items B - Scientific application importance: natural to identifying symbolic elements and iconic signs to form - This research helps decision-makers in institutions, elements and vocabulary of discourse and communication in artistic work with companies to describe methods and methods that the recipient can. Help to enrich the visual cultural formulas of the service mark.

There is no doubt that cognitive development goes hand in hand with contemporary. Different civilizational, technical, cultural and social development - due to the presence of many different brands, products of peoples, As the cognitive means and methods of displaying services have evolved, companies have to focus on values and providing information, so the need has become dire greatly, functional and aesthetic as an entry point to enrich the cultural formulas of visual interpretation, interpretation of the mark, its transformations and its psychological effects, the contemporary service mark because of its positive effects on social and in light of the cultural transformation. And technical and long term multiplicity. Means of knowledge and the development of methods of semantic interpretation of a concept.
The concept of hypothesis

1- Thought produces signs and symbols across civilizations: and the components of the sign. The ancient approaches are useful approaches in extracting and enriching cultural formulas that can identify the problem in the need to enrich visual formulas that can be used in the design of the visual cultural mark of the contemporary service mark to monitor and document contemporary service.

7- A positive relationship between the visual cultural formulations developed from the functional and aesthetic values of signs and symbols across ancient civilizations and the mark between undergraduate art education students.

Research Methodology:

The research follows a descriptive and analytical approach. Attitudes Toward Sign Attitude Loyalty to the Mark The Value of the Service Mark Sign Loyalty Sign Equity Habit Descriptions Things that are a function and in other words, the theoretical framework: the service sign: counting the service mark is a visual speech.

Affecting the attitudes and habits towards the mark on an individual or group of recipients (as a society), and it is the message of the value of the visual service mark that is transmitted with its components to the imagination of the recipient, which reveals the functional and aesthetic values of the service mark: for reactions to the design direction (visual discourse) the functional values are related to an extent What is the process of innovation and that as the designer's rhetorical tool towards the recipient.
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